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About Stockholm Center for Freedom

S

tockholm Center for Freedom (SCF) is an advocacy organization
that promotes the rule of law, democracy and fundamental rights
and freedoms with a special focus on Turkey, a nation of 80 million
that is facing significant backsliding in its parliamentary democracy
under its autocratic leaders.
SCF, a non-profit organization, was set up by a group of journalists who
have been forced to live in self-exile in Sweden against the backdrop of a
massive crackdown on press freedom in Turkey.
SCF is committed to serving as a reference source by providing a broader
picture of rights violations in Turkey, monitoring daily developments on
fact-based investigative journalism and documenting individual cases
of the infringement of fundamental rights. The founders of SCF are
top-notch journalists who had managed national dailies in Turkey and
worked for leading media outlets before they were forced to leave. They
have the expertise, human resources and network on the ground to track
events in Turkey despite serious challenges.
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Free Thought Under Siege in Turkey
The Crackdown on Education
INTRODUCTION

I

n what is seen as the largest crackdown on professionals in the history of the Republic of
Turkey, tens of thousands of educators have been fired, jailed or denied other jobs by the
government of the Justice and Development Party (AKP) led by President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan during a purge carried out in the aftermath of a failed coup on July 15, 2016.
The massive purge has implicated more than 150,000 people from all walks of life, including
34,185 public school teachers and 5,719 academics within a year or so, based on terrorism
charges without any evidence or plausible reasoning. Moreover, the government cancelled
the licenses of 22,474 teachers who worked in private educational institutions. A total of
2,465 academics, among them the nation’s top professors in various fields, lost their jobs
when the government shut down 15 privately run universities. Thousands of dismissed
teachers and academics were jailed on dubious charges, and many others are just waiting
their turn to be processed in Turkey’s abusive criminal justice system.
The absence of administrative and judicial investigations during the purge bolsters the
argument that it has been conducted as part of a witch hunt to remove critics of the
Erdogan regime, which is bent on transforming the entire educational system to raise a new
generation of loyalists and Islamists.

Suppressing and manipulating the education community is part of a larger effort by the
ruling AKP, which controls all branches of government in the country, to restrict rights and
freedoms using a state of emergency declared in the aftermath of the failed coup in 2016.
The Erdogan-led government issued 32 emergency decree-laws1 between July 23, 2016 and
July 18, 2018 to legislate a wide range of issues, seriously undermining democracy in the
name of the security and safety of the nation. The government dismissed a total of 135,138
public employees, only 4,426 of whom were allowed to go back to their jobs.
According to the main opposition Republican People’s Party (CHP), some 1 million
people, including family members, were adversely impacted by the mass dismissals. CHP
leader Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu said 99 percent of all those who were summarily and arbitrarily
1] “The 26 decrees-laws that marked last year,” Gazete Duvar, 20 July 2017, https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/gundem/2017/07/20/1-yila-damga-vuran-26-khk/: “Two new decree-laws published in the Official Gazette,” Birgün, 25 August 2017: “Two new decree-laws are in the Official
Gazette... There are several dismissals...’Jumpsuits for prisoners and subcontractors also in the decree-laws,” Hürriyet, 24 December 2017,
http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/iki-yeni-khk-resmi-gazetede-ihrac-edilenlerin-listesi-ve-tum-degisiklikler-40688382,
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Yekta Saraç,
the head
of Turkey’s
Higher
Education
Board (YÖK)
that oversees
universities,
is very close
to Erdogan.

dismissed from their jobs had impeccable employment histories and never faced any
administrative probes. He also noted that 65 percent of those who were fired could not find
a new job.2
The Turkish government appears to enjoy governing the country with interim decree-laws
that effectively sideline Parliament and have dismantled the independent judiciary under the
state of emergency, which has been repeatedly extended for one-and-a-half years now since
the July 15, 2016 coup bid. No wonder Erdogan called the attempt a “blessing from God,”3
with many observers suspecting it might have been a false flag operation or a premeditated
crisis to justify the persecution and authoritarian transformation in Turkey.4 The
government has implemented measures that have gone beyond addressing urgent security
needs and has been using emergency powers to regulate matters that require inclusive and
participatory discussion among all stakeholders.
While defending its practices at the Council of Europe and United Nations, the Turkish
government has often asserted that the scope of the decree-laws issued in that respect
has been limited to terrorist organizations in order not to interfere with the rights and
freedoms of others.5 The practice so far tells a completely opposite story to what the Erdogan
government claims to be the case, however. The state of emergency has been used for
drastic changes in the government such as paving the way for prosecution of members of
Parliament by revoking their immunity, or granting Turkey’s notorious intelligence agency
2] https://www.chp.org.tr/haberler/16-ocak-2018-tarihli-tbmm-grup-konusmasi
3] Ahmet Şık, ‘Great blessing from Allah,’ Cumhuriyet, 12 December 2016,
http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/turkiye/644388/_Allah_in_buyuk_lutfu_.html
4] https://stockholmcf.org/15-july-erdogans-coup/
5] Letter from Talip Küçükcan, member of Erdoğan’s ruling political party AKP and head of the Turkish delegation at the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE), 23 February 2017
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the ability to act with complete impunity.6 They were also utilized in
regulations on seemingly trivial matters, from changing standards for
snow tires7 to banning matchmaking TV shows,8 which have nothing to
do with a state of emergency.
It is clear that under the state of emergency that was renewed for the
seventh time on April 19, 2018, the authoritarian government of President Erdoğan has
practically usurped all legislative and judicial powers.9 Often acting on behalf of the legislature
There is
controlled by his party and the judiciary, President Erdoğan can personally decide what is to
no longer
be considered a crime and who is guilty, and privately and sometimes even publicly requests
independent
and impartial the courts to do what he feels is necessary. “Our nation has already condemned them to the
harshest penalty, that given for the crime of treason, in their hearts. I have no doubt that the
judiciary in
courts, judging in the name of the nation, will render their verdicts accordingly,” he said in
Turkey. The
June 2017, pointing to supporters of the Gülen movement, which the government blames for
head of
10
Constitutional the coup.
Court Zühtü
Erdogan publicly admitted that the state of emergency and a constitutional referendum held
Arslan was
on April 16 2017, which OSCE/ODIHR concluded had taken place on an “unlevel playing
criticized for
field”11 in favor of the ruling party, provided him with the tools to govern the country as he
bowing to
president.
6] Turkish intelligence tied to Erdoğan by new gov’t decree, 25 August 2017, https://www.turkishminute.com/2017/08/25/turkish-intelligencetied-to-erdogan-by-new-govt-decree/
7] “Snow tire rules changed by decree-law,” NTV 9 February 2017, http://www.ntv.com.tr/otomobil/khkda-kis-lastigiuygulamasinda-degisiklik,4h_ch2501k6g7I2huGki2g
8] “TV matchmaking programs banned by decree-law,” Hürriyet, 30 April 2017, http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/evlilik-programi-khk-ile-yasak-40442535
9] “Erdogan openly says: Legislative, executive and judiciary…” Cumhuriyet, 18 January 2017, http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/turkiye/662027/Erdogan_artik_acik_acik_soyluyor__Yasama__yurutme_ve_yargi....html
10] “Harsh reaction from Erdoğan to FETÖ supporters who lie during trial proceedings,” Yeni Akit, 01 June 2017, http://www.yeniakit.com.tr/
haber/erdogandan-mahkemede-yalan-soyleyen-fetoculere-sert-tepki-340058.html
11] “OSCE/ODIHR final report on Turkey’s constitutional referendum recommends reviewing legal framework to secure fundamental rights and
freedoms,” 22 June 2017, https://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/turkey/324806
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pleased. “We found the opportunity to do many things in under the state of emergency
that we could not do at other times,’12 he said. His government shut down nearly 200
media outlets and thousands of associations, foundations, schools, unions and professional
organizations under the pretext of the fight against terrorism. According to the Turkish
Justice Ministry, 169,013 people have been the subject of legal proceedings, most in the
form of detentions, on coup and terrorism charges since summer 2016, while 55,665
people have been formally arrested according to an Interior Ministry statement issued on
December 12, 2017.
In violation of the Turkish Constitution13 and the Parliamentary Rules of Procedure, which
require the review of decree-laws within 30 days of their issuance by the government, 26 of
31 decree-laws were turned into laws after the constitutionally imposed time limit expired,
preventing the Constitutional Court from reviewing them in time. The Venice Commission
of the Council of Europe expressed its concerns on these delays and concluded that “due to
the delays involved, the ex post parliamentary control lost some of its effectiveness.”14
Even after releasing almost 50,000 convicted criminals from prisons in 2016, the
government was not able to make enough room for detained and jailed political dissidents
branded as “terrorists” by decree-laws, and the average number of detentions is 500 a
week. Most victims have been accused of links to the Gülen movement, a vulnerable group
that was declared a terrorist organization by the Erdogan-led government after publicly
criticizing corruption and authoritarian trends in the country. The government put the
whole blame for the 2016 putsch on Gülen movement sympathizers in the military to justify
an intensified crackdown on the movement and other critics. One of the main reasons the
education sector and its professionals have suffered such a huge blow during the purge is the
Gülen movement’s vast investments in the area.

12] “Erdogan: With the declaration of the state of emergency, we got the power to do what we cannot do in regular times!” T24, 22 September 2016, http://t24.com.tr/haber/erdogan-normal-zamanlarda-yapamayacagimiz-seyleri-yapabilme-gucune-sahip-olduk,361194,
13] Article 121 of the Turkish Constitution states: During the state of emergency, the Council of Ministers meeting under the chairmanship
of the President of the Republic may issue decrees having the force of law on matters necessitated by the state of emergency. These decrees
shall be published in the Official Gazette, and shall be submitted to the Turkish Parliament on the same day for approval; the time limit and
procedure for their approval by the Assembly shall be indicated in the Rules of Procedure.
Article 128 of Rules of Procedure in Parliament states that emergency decrees should be discussed in commissions and plenary session in 30
days under urgent procedures.
14] “Opinion On Emergency Decree Laws Nos. 667-676 Adopted Following The Failed Coup Of 15 July 2016” Venice Commission, 12 December 2016, http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2016)037-e
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1. Annihilation of Teachers and 					
Education Professionals

Teachers, academics and education professionals are the primary target of the Erdogan
government’s mass purges and witch hunt, mainly because Erdogan’s support is drawn
mostly from less educated segments of society. Turkey’s secular education system presents
a challenge to grooming an Islamist core base for the ruling AKP. Therefore, it was not
surprising to see that 36 percent of all purge victims are educators, surpassing even military
and police officers, according to the Education and Science Workers Union (Eğitim ve Bilim
Emekçileri Sendikası in Turkish, or Eğitim-Sen).15
The opposition claims Erdogan staged his own coup after the putsch by launching mass
arrests and purges that dwarfed the military generals’ actions in the aftermath of
a coup d’état in 1980 under the pretext of restoring democracy and stability.16
The generals who took over the government back then dismissed 3,854
teachers and 120 academics from public jobs and 4,891 in total across all
government agencies.17 Professional educators associations such as All
Teachers United, the Solidarity Association (Tob-Der) and the National
Education Members and Teachers Association (Ülkü-Bir) were also
closed.18

Government
decrees
that bypass
Parliament
has become
a norm
in ruling
Turkey.

Erdogan government dismissed 135,138 government employees
from their jobs, 34,185 of whom were teachers, and 5,719 academics.
Overnight, the government also revoked the licenses of 22,474 teachers
who were working in private institutions, depriving them of the
opportunity to work as teachers for the rest of their lives. Only the licenses of
614 individuals were later reinstated. Furthermore, 2,465 academics working in
private universities that were shut down by the government under decree-laws lost their
jobs. In total, 65,214 educators have become unemployed by the arbitrary actions of the
government with no evidence of any crime and no justification whatsoever.

In addition to dismissals, the government also used suspensions as a tool to intimidate and
punish teachers who were deemed to be critical of it. For example, 24,490 teachers were
initially suspended by the government, and 16,759 of these teachers (10,470 are members of
the Eğitim-Sen union, which is critical of the government) were allowed to return to their
jobs several months later.19
15] “Eğitim-Sen (education union): The number of dismissed teachers is more than the number of troops and police!” Haber Sol, 27 October
2017, http://haber.sol.org.tr/toplum/egitim-sen-ihrac-edilen-ogretmen-sayisi-asker-ve-polisten-fazla-215072,
16] “Turkey opposition chief accuses Erdogan of ‘second coup’ with purge,” 16 June 2017, http://www.arabnews.com/node/1116096/world)
17] ibid.
18] “The organizational activities of teachers in Turkey,” Özgür Mert’s thesis, pp 17, Suleyman Demirel University, http://ulusaltezmerkezi.
com/turkiyede-ogretmenlerin-orgutlenme-faaliyetleri-ve-fikir/17/,
19] http://egitimsen.org.tr/ohal-ve-khklerin-egitim-ve-bilim-emekcilerine-etkileri/
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The Erdogan government also shut down 1,069 private schools providing education
for students from grades K to 12 over their alleged links to the Gülen movement.20
Furthermore, 15 privately run universities, 301 tutoring centers, 848 student dormitories
and 19 unions -- including education and teachers unions -- were closed down by executive
decisions of the government. A total of 5,342 persons, of whom 2,465 were academics,
lost their jobs at these shuttered universities. The properties and assets of all closed-down
institutions were confiscated and transferred to the Treasury.
According to SCF data, the number of educators who lost their jobs as a result of these
unprecedented closures is as follows:
Table 2: Educators who lost their jobs as a result of closures

20] “Ismet Yilmaz, minister of education, said 1,069 private schools closed down uncer decree-law,” Sabah newspaper, 7 November 2017,
https://www.sabah.com.tr/gundem/2017/11/07/khk-ile-bin-69-okul-kapatildi.
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Table 3: Distribution of schools and universities closed in each province
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The full list of closed schools, tutoring centers, study centers and dormitories is provided in
Annex 1, Annex 2 and Annex 3.

2. Violation of Rights in the Education Sector

The dismissal of hundreds of thousands of public and private sector employees without any
meaningful administrative investigation or due process proves the Turkish government has
committed serious rights violations involving both national laws and international treaties to
which Turkey is a party.
For example, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) 21 as well as
the ECHR22, which protect the right to non-discrimination, were violated by the Turkish
government when they dismissed public employees in large numbers just because they were
believed to be affiliated with a civic group such as the Gülen movement. In 2016 alone, the
European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) found Turkey in breach of Article 14, which
bans discrimination.23 The International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural
Rights (ICESCR),24 guaranteeing the right to work, and provisions of International Labour
Organization (ILO) Convention 158 that protect against termination of employment by
arbitrary dismissal without due process were also violated by Turkey.25 The government
dismissed tens of thousands of people without even bothering to seek their defense in the face
of allegations of “terrorism” and as such violated Article 7 of ILO 158, which states that “the
employment of a worker shall not be terminated for reasons related to the worker’s conduct
or performance before he is provided an opportunity to defend himself against the allegations
made, unless the employer cannot reasonably be expected to provide this opportunity.”
Furthermore, Turkey is also in breach of Article 5 of ILO 158, which states that “union
membership” and “political opinion” cannot constitute valid reason for termination from a
job. The dismissals and arrests of educators have been made on the basis of their membership
in a union called Aktif Education (Aktif Eğitim Sendikası in Turkish), which is critical of the
government. Aktif was a duly established union that was operating legally in Turkey until the
purge. In fact, the Ministry of Education had sent an official letter to 26 all governor’s offices
and provincial education directorates advising them to freely promote Aktif membership
21] Article 26 of ICCPR to which Turkey is a party clearly rules out any discrimination based on political or other opinion. It states that “All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection of the law. In this respect, the law shall prohibit
any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, colour, sex,
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.”
22] Article 14 of the ECHR provides that “The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national
minority, property, birth or other status.”
23] Violation by Article and by State, European Court of Human Rights Statistics, http://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Stats_violation_2016_
ENG.pdf
24] Article 6.1 of the ICESCR recognizes “the right to work, which includes the right of everyone to the opportunity to gain his living by work
which he freely chooses or accepts, and will take appropriate steps to safeguard this right.”
25] http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CODE:C158
26] http://www.sendikalhaklar.com/milli-egitim-bakanliginin-aktif-egitim-sen-kurulus-duyurusu-yazisi/
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among teachers and educators under the law. Yet, when the government shut down Aktif
along with other unions in the aftermath of the failed coup, membership in Aktif was
retroactively considered to be evidence of terrorism.27

2.1 Restrictions on Labor and 					
Social Security Rights
The Turkish government was not content with merely dismissing educators. It went

further by depriving victims of other rights such as serving on commissions and boards
and obtaining licenses and passports. The government decrees list detailed measures for
dismissed public employees that are neither proportionate nor necessary given the already
harsh penalty of the termination of their contracts without any administrative investigation
or judicial ruling.
According to one decree-law, “Those dismissed from service ... shall no longer be
employed in public service, and they shall not, directly or indirectly, be assigned; all kinds
of membership on a board of trustees, a board, a commission, a board of management, a
supervisory board or a liquidation board under the responsibility of those dismissed from
service and their other tasks shall be deemed to have ended. Provisions of this paragraph
shall apply to those who perform a task set out in this paragraph but do not have the status
of public official.”
It also adds that “Firearm licenses and pilot’s licenses of those dismissed from service under
this Article shall be cancelled, and they shall be evicted from publicly owned houses or
houses owned by a foundation in which they live within fifteen days. These persons shall not
be a founder, co-founder or personnel of private security companies.”28
The procedure, which was implemented without any judicial or administrative investigation,
denied the right of defense to the dismissed public employees, who could not challenge
the decisions. Their names have been published in the Official Gazette as people who are
“terrorists” or associated, affiliated or connected with terrorist entities.29 The principle of the
presumption of innocence was violated. Since they were already named and shamed without
a proper investigation, these people can rarely find jobs in even the private sector because
companies generally seek to avoid inviting the wrath of the government.

27] “Erdogan’s Rule by Royal Decree: Turkey’s Contempt for the Rule of Law,” SCF, September, 2017, https://stockholmcf.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/09/Turkeys-Contempt-for-The-Rule-of-Law.pdf, “Operation on 7 unions, closed by decree-law: 33 detentions,” https://tr.sputniknews.com, 9 January 2018, https://tr.sputniknews.com/turkiye/201801041031672827-ankara-sendika-yoneticileri-operasyon/ :“The trial
of 30 detained Aktif Education Union members begins in Antalya province,” 7 February 2017, http://www.memurlar.net/haber/644648/aktif-sen-uyesi-30-tutuklu-sanigin-yargilanmasina-baslandi.html,
28] Official Gazette, The State of Emergency Decree-laws.
29] “Decree-law 672,” 1 September 2016, http://www.resmigazete.gov.tr/eskiler/2016/09/20160901M1-1.htm
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The government has effectively destroyed the lives of the dismissed educators to the extent
that the term “socially dead” has entered the public vocabulary to describe the dire situation
of these people.30 For those dismissed educators who are “lucky” enough to have not
yet been detained or arrested, Turkey feels like an open-air prison. Police action may be
imminent for many, victims can barely support themselves and due to societal prejudice and
governmental pressure, and in some cases even family and friends refuse to help them. A
Turkish daily featured the dramatic story of these teachers by quoting them as saying, “Our
right to work was taken away, our diplomas were made meaningless, we are unable to find a
job, we have no insurance benefits and we have been trying to make our voices heard.”31
Private tutoring by unemployed teachers was also directly or indirectly prevented.32
The government profiles the dismissed individuals and registers them in the Social Security
System (SSK) with a special code indicating that they were purged on alleged terrorism
charges. Private employers are alerted by the code when they try to register the hires with
the government-run SSK. The alert often leads to withdrawal of employment contracts by
companies that do not want to get into trouble with the authorities. In fact, this unlawful
tagging was exposed by main opposition lawmaker Ceyhun Irgil, who stated that the
government circular issued by the Ministry of Labor and Social Security on August 2,
2016 added the code number “36” to those individuals who were dismissed from state
jobs, resulting in an inability to find work in the private sector.33 The government declined
to respond to the parliamentary question from Irgil even though the bylaws require the
government to respond to such questions within 15 days. The Erdogan government also
remained unresponsive to similar questions from other lawmakers.
When the employment has been terminated by a decree having the force of law, the
dismissed employee is unable to challenge the decision in a court of law and cannot file a
lawsuit for reinstatement to his or her employment. This constitutes a violation of Article
8 of ILO Convention No.158, which clearly states that “an employee whose job is unjustly
terminated by an employer has the right to appeal to an impartial authority such as a court,
labor court, arbitration committee or arbitrator.”

,

30] “Teacher who had served 28 years but was dismissed from job said, ‘We are forced to become ‘socially dead persons’,” Cumhuriyet, 28
September 2017, http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/m/haber/turkiye/834028/KHK_ile_mesleginden_edilen_28_yillik_ogretmen__Bizi_sosyal_oluler_haline_getiriyorlar.html,
31] “Teachers dismissed from their jobs by the decree-laws talk about their struggle,” Evrensel newspaper, 9 November 2017, https://www.
evrensel.net/haber/337457/khk-ile-ihrac-edilen-ogretmenler-mucadelelerini-anlatti,
32] “Operation on unlicensed tutoring center: 12 detained,” Sözcü newspaper, 9 August 2017, http://www.sozcu.com.tr/2017/gundem/kacak-2-etut-merkezine-feto-operasyonu-1965580/,
33] “CHP’s Ceyhun İrgil: Social Security Administration has been blacklisting citizens with ‘code 36’,” Birgün newspaper, 25 September 2017,
https://www.birgun.net/haber-detay/chp-li-ceyhun-irgil-sgk-36-kod-ile-fisleme-yapiyor-181256.html.
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2.1.a State of Emergency Procedures 				
Investigation Commission

Under pressure from the Council of Europe, the Turkish government decided to set up an
ad- hoc commission called the State of Emergency Procedures Investigation Commission
(OHAL Commission) in January 2017 to review complaints filed by dismissed public
employees. The commission has so far examined the cases of 19,500 applicants and decided
to reinstate only 1,300 of them to their jobs. At this pace the review of the more than 100,000
applications filed thus far may take years. The commission has been widely criticized due
to the lack of a sufficient mandate and for its government loyalist members who simply
rubberstamp the dismissal decisions.
Jurist Kerem Altıparmak stated that the commission lags behind the standards envisaged
by both the Venice Commission and the case law of the European Court of Human
Rights (ECtHR): “It is clear that the only goal of this regulation is to buy time and
prolong the path to Strasbourg [for filing complaints with the ECtHR].”34 The fact that
the commission, established on May 22, 2017, has rejected the bulk of appeals confirms
suspicions about its role.
Furthermore, the OHAL Commission’s decisions are only communicated to applicants
privately; hence, they are hidden from public view, which makes it impossible to analyze the
results on their merits, examine the evidence and test whether the commission has served
as an effective domestic remedy. Moreover, private sector employees who lost their jobs
because the government shut down their companies and institutions by decree-laws are not
even eligible to apply to this commission.35 Ironically, some people were arrested when they
went to the commission to file an application and avail themselves of this new remedy.36
While benefits such as severance pay and unemployment insurance were not granted by the
government to those who were dismissed by decree-laws, the methods of claiming these
rights were also obstructed by the government in violation of ILO Convention No.158. Since
benefits for health care and unemployment were paid from funds the government collected
from employers through deductions from wages, denial of these payments to dismissed
employees amounts to withholding their own money.
Another example of a clear violation of labor rights is the government’s arbitrary revocation
of tens of thousands of teaching licenses for private sector teachers. Denying citizens income
in such a systematic and cruel way could even be considered a violation of the right to
34] Is the State of Emergency Commission an effective way of [ensuring] domestic legal order?” Dr. Kerem Altıparmak, Mülkiye News, 31
January 2017, http://mulkiyehaber.net/ohal-komisyonu-etkili-bir-hukuk-yolu-mu/
35] “Half of the unjustly treated individuals are unable to apply to the State of Emergency Commission!” Gazete Duvar, 19 July 2017, https://
www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/politika/2017/07/19/magdurlarin-yarisi-ohal-komisyonuna-basvuramayacak/,
“Applications to State of Emergency Commission for claiming rights is also forbidden,” TR724, 11 August 2017, http://www.tr724.com/
ohal-komisyonuna-basvuru-icin-hak-aranmasi-da-yasak/,
36] “FETO member applying to State of Emergency Commission captured,” Memurlar.net, 5 August 2017, https://www.memurlar.net/
haber/685761/ohal-komisyonuna-basvuran-feto-cu-yakalandi.html
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life. Absent a well-founded legal explanation and reasoning for each and every case based
on administrative or judicial processes, these drastic actions represent a clear violation of
articles of the constitution37 as well as the obligations of Turkey under international treaties.

2.2 Obstructing the Freedoms of 				
Travel and Movement

2.2.1 Passport Cancellations and the Travel Ban

The freedoms of travel and movement are both guaranteed by the Constitution of the
Republic of Turkey as well as key international conventions.38 According to the constitution,
the freedom of citizens to go abroad can only be restricted by a judge in the event there
is a criminal investigation or prosecution, and no citizen can be deported or deprived
of the right to entry to the country. Normally, with the exception of government service
passports, the state must issue passport to all citizens who so request and they cannot be
cancelled. Despite these clear and mandatory provisions, the passports of many former and
current government employees and other citizens have been revoked or deemed invalid
by administrative decisions alone. In addition to this, in some cases, the government also
deceived its own citizens by treating their passports as if they had been lost without the
knowledge of the passport holders. Many only learn about this at border checkpoints. The
government also often denies relatives of suspects freedom of travel by using such tactics
even though they are not the subjects of any investigation.39
A report by Eğitim-Sen maintains that “As with other government employees who have been
dismissed, the green and gray (service) passports of academics were also canceled. Since
the maroon regular passports of education and science workers cannot be canceled, these
passports were invalidated as if they had been lost. As a result, the departure of academics
abroad was ‘de facto’ prevented. In addition, our members who went abroad before dismissal
were also prevented from returning to Turkey because of this practice. Several overseas
universities had provided scholarship opportunities especially for academics who signed
[a January 2016 petition criticizing the Turkish government’s actions in southeastern
Turkey] and our member academics to ensure their academic studies were not interrupted.
Academics have been denied these rights since they were unable to leave the country.”40
As it is not possible to appeal to the judicial authorities to protest this unjust deprivation
(passport cancellation), it is also impossible to apply to the OHAL Commission on this
37] “The freedom of labor and contracting,” Constitution of the Republic of Turkey, Article 48, http://www.mevzuat.gov.tr/MevzuatMetin/1.5.2709.pdf.
38] “Freedom of residence and movement,” Constitution of the Republic of Turkey , Article 23, http://www.mevzuat.gov.tr/MevzuatMetin/1.5.2709.pdf: “Freedom of movement,” the European Convention on Human Rights, Annexed Protocol 4, Article 2, http://www.echr.coe.
int/Documents/Convention_TUR.pdf,
39] “Passport of Dilek Dündar, spouse of Can Dündar, seized at airport,” Diken news, 3 September 2016, http://www.diken.com.tr/can-dundarin-esi-dilek-dundarin-pasaportuna-havaalaninda-el-konuldu/.
40] “Report on the effect of the state of emergency and decree-laws on education members,” Education and Science Workers Union, 14 July
2017, http://egitimsen.org.tr/ohal-ve-khklerin-egitim-ve-bilim-emekcilerine-etkileri/
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preventing them from travel.

issue.41 In addition, in many instances, the passports of
academics or teachers from shut-down institutions were
confiscated at Turkish embassies or consulates if they were
able to go abroad. This usually occurs when citizens visit Turkish
diplomatic missions to renew their passports or avail themselves of
other citizenship services. Authorities do not even bother to offer the
victims an explanation of why they are being treated unjustly and denied consular
services. In short, the system is designed to make life extremely difficult for these people
both at home and abroad.42

2.3 Violations Encountered by Foreign 			
National Academics and Teachers

In addition to Turkish citizens, foreign national educators have also suffered under the state
of emergency, often in the form of cancellation of their work permits and even detention.
On February 22, 2017 the Council of Higher Education (YOK) cancelled the work permit
of Associate Professor Robert Franklin, who worked in the ethnomusicology department
of Istanbul Technical University. Similarly, the work permits of Professor Abbas Vali and
Assistant Professor Noémi Lévy-Aksu from the sociology department of Bogazici University
were also cancelled by the same YOK decision. The only accusation against these foreign
national academics was signing a peace declaration.43
In July 2018, Erdogan announced that the government cancelled the passports of 181,500
people who are related to suspects without any judicial decision but now they want to
reinstate these passports after two years later because they are victimized by the process.
This was a public confession that the government has in fact violated rights of nearly
200,000 people on guilt by kinship relation.44
Educators other than the academics were also similarly subjected to unjust practices. A
Ugandan English teacher, Wanitho lvan Kerawiya, working in Diyarbakir, was initially

41] “Rules of procedure for State of Emergency Commission published: Dismissed persons will be able to apply,” Diken news, 12 July 2017,
http://www.diken.com.tr/ohal-komisyonunun-calisma-esaslari-yayinlandi-ihrac-edilenler-basvurabilecek/,
42] “TURKISH CONSULATE IN ROTTERDAM SEIZED PASSPORTS OF GULEN-SUPPORTERS: REPORT,” nltimes, 17 February 2017, https://nltimes.
nl/2017/02/17/turkish-consulate-rotterdam-seized-passports-gulen-supporters-report: “How the Turkish Government Cancels The Passports
of Critics,” huffpost, https://www.huffingtonpost.com/aydoaean-vatanda/how-the-turkish-government-_b_10336952.html.
43] “Report on the effect of the state of emergency and decree-laws on education members,” Education and Science Workers Union, 14 July
2017, http://egitimsen.org.tr/ohal-ve-khklerin-egitim-ve-bilim-emekcilerine-etkileri/
44] “Erdoğan: Yeni Türkiye pazartesi günü başlıyor, 181 bin 500 kişinin pasaport sınırlamasıkaldırılacak”, 7 July 2018, http://tr.euronews.
com/2018/07/07/erdogan-yeni-turkiye-pazartesi-basliyor-kisinin-pasaport-sinirlamasi-kaldirilacak
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praised by the AKP media.45 However, when it was revealed that he studied at a school
established by the Gülen movement in Uganda and attended the Turkish Olympiads
organized by the movement, he was accused of being an “agent” and taken into custody.46

3. Unjust Custody and Detention

In a Turkey that has been governed by a state of emergency since July 2016, another category
of human rights violations against educators is unjustified custody and detention.47 As can
be understood from the cases in the shared links, detentions have spread throughout the
country. The main danger awaiting teachers who used to work for the government or in the
private sector but lost their jobs via the issuance of decree-laws is custody and detention. In
today’s Turkey detentions can be made arbitrarily for no plausible reason, and authorities do
not even have to comply with the law. For example, working in a school affiliated with the
Gülen movement, depositing money in a bank founded by government critics, a previous
subscription to the shut-down Zaman newspaper or calling for peace in a Kurdish-Turkish
conflict are considered probable cause for detention.48
According to figures released by former Minister of Justice Bekir Bozdag, as of June 10,
2017, 169,013 people had been taken into custody and subjected to judicial procedures. A
total of 50,402 of them were detained, and 7,969 were released from arrest under judicial
supervision. Arrest warrants were issued for 7,605 people. (According to the SCF’s daily
and weekly scans, the number of detainees exceeds 60,000). About 23,000 of the detainees
are soldiers, police officers, judges and prosecutors. Teachers are included in unsorted
data presented within the 30,000 slice. Based on daily scans, we estimate the number of
teachers in pre-trial detention to be around 20,000. There were also 47,136 persons under
judicial probation. These numbers have been rising by the day. The table below tallies prison
population in the state of emergency period (Source IHOP) between July 2016 and March
2018 based on figures compiled from National Judicial Network (UYAP) statistics. These
45] “Ivan from Uganda: Diyarbakır is like my home,” Yenisafak newspaper, 3 December 2017, https://www.yenisafak.com/video-galeri/hayat/
ugandali-ivan-diyarbakir-artik-evim-gibi-2162189,
46] “‘FETO member Ugandan teacher detained,” Milat, 15 December 2017, http://www.milatgazetesi.com/gundem/feto-cu-ugandali-ogretmen-gozaltina-alindi-h130068.html,
47] “Office of the Chief Prosecutor has just announced ... decision for 107 dismissed teachers,” Hurriyet, 20 November 2017, http://www.
hurriyet.com.tr/son-dakiak-ihrac-edilen-107-ogretmen-icin-gozalti-karari-40651395: “10 teachers arrested for being FETO members brought
to justice in Nigde province,” News, 5 January 2017, https://www.haberler.com/nigde-de-feto-den-tutuk-lanan-10-ogretmen-hakim-9133971haberi/: “8 former teachers detained in Kahramanmaraş for being FETO members,” Hürriyet, 16 June 2017, http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/
kahramanmarasta-fetoden-8-eski-ogretmen-tutuk-40492567,
48] “Erdoğan’s Rule by Royal Decree: Turkey’s Contempt for the Rule of Law,” SCF, September, 2017, https://stockholmcf.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/09/Turkeys-Contempt-for-The-Rule-of-Law.pdf.
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figures are without doubt much higher today.
The main reason for the change in numbers stems from the fact that the Erdogan
government issued amnesty for convicted criminals to make room for a staggering number
of political detainees. The move, made in the form of a decree-law,49 allowed 38,000 convicts
to go free initially and benefited approximately 100,000 convicted felons in stages. 50
A large number of academics is included among the detainees.51 Nuriye Gulmen and Semih
Özakça, who were arrested when staging a hunger strike for reinstatement to their jobs,
became the symbols of the decree-law victims.52 Academics allegedly associated with the
Gülen movement in particular were subjected to a total “witch hunt.” There were hundreds
of arrests and subsequent convictions of academics all over the country.53
A group known as the “peace academics” was also one of the primary targets of the
government during this period.54 A declaration issued by the Academics for Peace Initiative
on January 11, 2016 was followed by a hate campaign and widespread threats against the
signatory academics by President Erdogan, the Council of Higher Education (YOK) and
the pro-government media. Among the abusive acts were hanging posters in their rooms at
universities, threats by phone, sending hate notes and demonizing them through the local
and national media. YOK immediately initiated an investigation into the academics who
signed the declaration. However, the peace initiative found support from various segments
of society, and the number of signatories quickly increased to 2,212. Sedat Peker, a mafia
leader who is known to have close ties with the government, threatened the academics and
said: “We will have blood flowing in the gutters and take showers in your blood!!!” Later
on, academics Kıvanç Ersoy, Esra Mungan, Muzaffer Kaya and Meral Camci were detained
due to the issuance of the peace declaration.55
It is extremely difficult and risky for academics and their supporters to publicly protest
the government’s actions due to disproportionate police and judicial action. In particular
academics, educators and other civilians affiliated with the Gülen movement fear an
extremely harsh reaction. Therefore, they generally refrain from exercising their right to
49] “38 bin mahkumun ne zaman tahliye edileceği belli oldu!” Hürriyet, 17 August 2016, http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/38-bin-mahkuma-tahliye-40197376
50] “100 bin mahkum tahliye olabilir,” Habertürk, 18 August 2016, http://www.haberturk.com/gundem/haber/1283679-100-bin-mahkum-tahliye-olabilir
51] “Seven academics from YTU detained,” Bianet, 15 December 2016, https://m.bianet.org/bianet/hukuk/181724-ytu-den-yedi-akademisyen-tutuklandi: “FETO suspects, former academics before a judge: The trial of 24 academics, 23 of whom have been under arrest under the
scope of a FETO/PYD investigation, has started. They were fired under a decree-law from Sakarya University.”
Milliyet newspaper, 9 October 2017, http://www.milliyet.com.tr/feto-sanigi-eski-akademisyenler-hakim-sakarya-yerelhaber-2327327/:
“Jail sentence for 19 suspects in trial of FETO academic structure,” Milliyet newspaper, 28 November 2017, http://www.milliyet.com.tr/
feto-nun-akademisyen-yapilanmasina-yonelik-samsun-yerelhaber-2432637/,
52] “70 th day of hunger strike: Who are Gulmen and Ozakça?* Bianet, 17 May 2017, https://m.bianet.org/bianet/toplum/186531-aclikgrevinde-70-gun-gulmen-ve-ozakca-kimdir “Criminal sentence and release for arrested educator Nuriye Gulmen, who has been staging a
hunger strike,” BBC, 1 December 2017, http://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler-turkiye-42203651,
53] “Prison verdict for 48 suspects in FETO trial in Bolu province,” Akşam, 22 December 2017, http://www.aksam.com.tr/guncel/boludaki-feto-davasinda-48-saniga-hapis-cezasi-verildi/haber-691251,
54] “About us…” https://barisicinakademisyenler.net/node/1
55] “Report on the effect of the state of emergency and decree-laws on education and science workers,” Education and Science Workers
Union, 14 July 2017, http://egitimsen.org.tr/ohal-ve-khklerin-egitim-ve-bilim-emekcilerine-etkileri/
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peaceful protest. When it comes to the Gülen movement, the right to a defense and fair
trial has been systematically violated. Erdogan’s advisors, AKP parliamentarians and party
members fill the courtrooms to put pressure on the defendants, judges and prosecutors.
President Erdogan has openly intervened the judicial process on many occasions and has
encouraged others to do so. He has declared he closely follows Gülen movement-related
cases and has fomented hatred with statements such as “Their immoral behavior in the
courts will not gain them favor when they rot in prison. Even if they serve their time and get
out of prison, my nation will spit in their faces every time they see them on the street, and
they will drown in the spit of my nation’.56
In addition to the aforementioned violations, it must be noted that the bank accounts and
assets of individuals dismissed from public jobs on accusations of allegiance to the Gülen
movement are often seized or confiscated.

4. Rights Violations in the Academic Community

* The Council of Higher Education requested the resignation of 1,577 faculty deans, in other
words the resignation of the entire body of faculty deans in Turkey.
* Cabinet members, the Council of Higher Education and rectors were granted authority to
dismiss any employee without any investigation. (Article 4 of Decree-law No.667).
* The requirement to end investigations within a stipulated period has been lifted, laying
the groundwork for victimization as a result of never-ending administrative investigations
(Article 3 of Decree-law No.669).
* The status of research assistants who are part of the Faculty Member Training Program
(OYP) was transformed into 50/d, a status without tenure. (Article 49 of Decree-law
No.674).
* The maximum three-month limit for suspension from the job was abolished (Article 13 of
Decree-law No.675).
* Rector elections were abolished, making it possible for the president to appoint them
directly (Article 85 of Decree-law No.676).
* With Decree-law No.683, the processing of applications for associate professorships
of persons who were investigated or prosecuted on accusations of “ties to terrorist
organizations” (!) was halted until the judicial procedure ends.

4.1. Dismissals and Scholarship Cancellations

Decree-laws have also been instrumental in the cancellation of scholarships for people
studying abroad before they had completed their overseas education. Their individual
efforts and funds from the state budget were written off. Within the scope of Law No.1416
governing study in foreign countries, the decision of dismissal was taken for 300 people
studying abroad. With Decree-laws Nos. 673, 675, 689, 692 and 695, the government
56] “President Erdogan: They will be drowned in the spit of the nation,” Türkiye newspaper, 07 June 2017, http://www.turkiyegazetesi.com.tr/
gundem/479921.aspx.
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scholarships of 300 people studying abroad were canceled over alleged links to a terrorist
organization. They also lost their status as students in Turkey. It was also stated in the
decree-law that the degrees or credits they have earned thus far would not be recognized in
Turkey. They would not be able enjoy their academic titles and any benefit that status brings
under Turkish law.57 Since the declaration of the state of emergency, the decision to reinstate
scholarship and student status has been made for only 26 students.

4.2. Academics Lose Their Jobs

The Council of Higher Education (YÖK) issued a directive immediately after the July 15
coup attempt ordering that all academics and employees be investigated for ties to the Gülen
movement, or what the government sometimes calls the “Parallel State Structure” (PDY.)
“We kindly ask you to urgently assess the situation of individuals including vice rectors,
institute and academy directors, heads of departments, heads of divisions and other higherlevel managers, academics and teaching staff (including foreign nationals) who are affiliated
with the Parallel State Structure, or those who support or aid them, at your universities; take
actions against those concerned; and inform YÖK by 05.08.2016.”58 Government agencies
have not shared any specific figures; however, according to data compiled by BBC’s Turkish
service, at least 23,427 academics were dismissed from government and private jobs, lost
their tenure/rights or lost their jobs due to the closure of their universities in the year
following the coup in Turkey.59 This number includes about 15,000 research assistants from
the OYP program who lost their status. The following table shows the number of academics
who lost their jobs at public and private universities.

57] “Decree-law No. 695 published on 24 December 2017,” http://www.resmigazete.gov.tr/eskiler/2017/12/20171224-20.htm
58] Council of Higher Education press release, 19 July 2016, http://www.yok.gov.tr/documents/10279/26559041/yok_universitelerden_acil_
degerlendirme_raporu_istedi.pdf/.
59] “How the state of emergency affected universities: Distribution of academics dismissed by decree-laws by university,” Cumhuriyet, 11
July 2017, http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/egitim/778904/OHAL_universiteleri_nasil_etkiledi__KHK_larla_ihrac_edilen_akademisyenlerin_universitelere_gore_dagilimi.html.
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5,906

1,316

7,222

8,371

1,966

11,117

The experience of Cenk Yigiter, Ph.D., might serve as a useful example of the arbitrary
practices of the period. After Yigiter was dismissed from his job at the Ankara University
School of Law, he took the national university exam and was placed at the same university,
department of radio-television-cinema in the communications faculty. However, the
university rector, Erkan İbiş, and senate denied him enrollment by issuing a custom-made
regulation. Hence, the right to an education, guaranteed by the constitution, was violated by
a university senate regulation.60
60] “Dr. Cenk Yiğiter unable to enroll in the faculty to which he was admitted,” Gazete Duvar, 15 August 2017, https://www.gazeteduvar.com.
tr/gundem/2017/08/15/dr-cenk-yigiter-kazandigi-fakulteye-kaydini-yaptiramadi/,
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Restricting the rights of universities and academics has had ramifications on the quality of
education and the proliferation of ideas.
Academics who were taken into custody, forced to flee abroad or lost their jobs were
engaged not only in instruction but also in research. Dismissals also instilled tremendous
fear among the remaining academics, and subsequently it became almost impossible
to criticize government policies, especially in the field of social sciences. In addition to
existing research centers at universities, nongovernmental research and think tanks also
had to suspend many activities that used to contribute to research in the area of the social
and political sciences due to the repressive climate. Several think tanks that refused to
fully cooperate with the government were shut down, sending a strong message to the rest.
Dismissals coupled with the destruction of organizations producing science-based data in
field research in the social sciences resulted in a considerable loss of talented academics.
Due to the climate of fear and the mass purge of well-qualified staff, analyses and reports in
agreement with the government’s theses now prevail in academia.

4.3 Detention of Academics

Educators working for private foundation universities not only lost their jobs but were
also for the most part deprived of their freedoms. Each such educational institution was
designated as a terrorist structure, followed by judicial investigations and operations against
members of their staff. Headlines such as “Breaking news: 64 academics and staff members
of the closed-down Fatih University arrested”61 and “Even world-renowned academics such
as Iştar Gözüaydın unable to escape the witch hunt” 62 are abundant in the Turkish media. A
large number of academics have recently begun receiving harsh prison sentences.63
In public universities, there is a clear difference between the way followers of the Gülen
movement and non-affiliated people have been treated. While the latter have simply lost
their jobs, those who are allegedly associated with the Gülen movement have had to deal
with criminal charges or long detentions as well.
The rector of Dicle University is jailed pending trial, while numerous detentions and trials
are continuing for academic personnel.64 Similarly, several faculty members of Istanbul,
61] “Breaking news: 64 academics and staff members of the closed-down Fatih University arrested,” Sabah, 27 December 2017, https://
www.sabah.com.tr/gundem/2017/12/27/kapatilan-fatih-universitesi-akademisyen-ve-calisanlarindan-54u-yakalandi: “FETO’ operation
at Gediz University: detention warrants issue for 86 people,” Birgün newspaper, 26 August 2016, https://www.birgun.net/haber-detay/gediz-universitesi-ne-feto-operasyonu-86-kisi-hakkinda-gozalti-karari-125686.html: “12 academics taken into custody within scope of FETO/
PDY operations at Zirve University in Gaziantep,” İHA, 21 September 2016, http://www.iha.com.tr/haber-zirve-universitesine-feto-operasyonu12-gozalti-588550/.
62] “Professor İştar Gözaydın released,” Bianet, 30 March 2017, https://m.bianet.org/bianet/insan-haklari/185010-prof-istar-gozaydin-hakkinda-tahliye-karari
63] “Sentences pouring in for FETO,” Milliyet, 26 May 2017, http://www.milliyet.com.tr/akademisyenlere-feto-den-ceza-yagdi-izmir-yerelhaber-2069065/
64] “Major operation at Dicle University for FETO! 77 detained,” Yeniçağ newspaper, 8 August 2016, http://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/
dicle-universitesine-buyuk-operasyon-77-gozalti-143645h.htm : “‘FETO’ operation at Dicle University: 23 detained,” Birgün newspaper, 10
January 2017, https://www.birgun.net/haber-detay/dicle-universitesi-ne-feto-operasyonu-23-gozalti-142628.html,
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Gaziantep and Erzurum Atatürk universities were put in pretrial detention.65
Another dramatic result of the witch hunt that has taken a toll on academics is the murder
of four university employees by a research assistant at Osmangazi University in the central
Turkish province of Eskişehir. The research assistant, Volkan Bayer, killed Mikail Yalçın, the
assistant dean of the education faculty; Fatih Özmutlu, secretary of the education faculty;
research assistant Yasir Armağan; and associate professor Serdar Çağlak after accusing them
of membership in the Gülen movement.66 Bayar was found to have profiled many critics at
the university, leading to dismissal from their jobs. He is close to lawmaker Metin Külünk,
an Erdogan ally. 67

5. Suicides and Suspicious Deaths

Educators who lost their jobs have been forced to either go into hiding or flee abroad in
order to avoid arrest.68 Concerns have grown especially for couples with children. Many
families take great physical and financial risks to leave the country, often with the help of
human smugglers because their passports have been revoked or they’ve
been forbidden to travel. Such dangerous journeys sometimes land the
people in prison or the grave. News reports such as “18 people fired in
FETO/PDY investigation caught with 5 children while trying to flee to
Greece”69 are often seen in the Turkish press.

Five members
of Maden
Family
drowned in
Aegean Sea as
they flee to a
Greek
island from the
persecution in
Turkey.

One of the most tragic escape stories involved a Gülen-affiliated couple,
Huseyin Maden (40) and Nur Maden (36), both teachers, along with
their three children. The Madens had lost their jobs due to the issuance
of a decree-law and were standing trial. The family of five died in the
cold waters of the Aegean Sea while they were trying to reach Greece in
a jerry-built boat. Huseyin Maden was a physics teacher in the Daday
district of Kastamonu province. His wife Nur worked as an elementary
school teacher. During the July 15 coup, there were no incidents in
Kastamonu province, as was the case for the vast majority of Turkish
cities. The Madens were among three teachers from the area who were fired under Decreelaw No.675.70
65] “Court accepts indictment in FETO investigation at İstanbul University seeking prison sentences of up to 22.5 years for 45 academics. First
trial will be held on February 13.,” NTV, 3 January 2017, https://www.ntv.com.tr/turkiye/45-akademisyen-icin-22-5-yila-kadar-hapis-istemi,q78ZoAiEf0OhYbSbIiN6nw,
66] “Türkiye’nin gündemine düşen saldıran Volkan Bayar kimdir? Pişman değilmiş…” 6 April 2018, https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2018/gundem/
esogu-saldirgani-volkan-bayar-kimdir-pisman-degilmis-2333479/
67] “DÖRT AKADEMISYENI KATLEDEN BAYAR, IHBARLARI METIN KÜLÜNK’E YAPMIŞ, O DA SAVCILARA ILETMIŞ,” http://www.tr724.com/
dort-akademisyeni-katleden-arastirma-gorevlisi-ilk-ihbarlarini-akpli-kulunke-gondermis/
68] “FETO suspect professor captured fleeing to Greece arrested,” Sabah newspaper, 1 January 2018, https://www.sabah.com.tr/gundem/2018/01/01/yunanistana-kacarken-yakalanan-feto-suphelisi-profesor-tutuklandi.
69] “13 FETO suspects captured trying to flee to Greece,” Hurriyet newspaper, 19 December 2016, http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/feto-suphelisi-13-kisi-yunanistana-kacarken-y-40683492,
70] “Turkish family of five drowns In Aegean while trying to flee from Erdoğan regime’s persecution,” stockholmcf.org, 17 November 2017,
https://stockholmcf.org/turkish-family-of-five-got-drowned-in-aegean-sea-as-trying-to-flee-from-erdogan-regimes-persecution/.
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Many Gülenist professionals from the education and other sectors are obliged to adopt
extremely dangerous escape plans due to the government’s harsh measures against members
of this civic group. The Gülen movement as a whole has been declared an enemy of the state, and
it seems there are few or no legal or ethical boundaries limiting what the government will do
to them. Clearly contrary to the law, pregnant Gülenist women have been arrested shortly after
giving birth and jailed along with their newborn infants, as in the case of Aysun Aydemir, a
“31-year-old English teacher whose arrest was sought as part of investigations into Gülen
members in Mersin, who was arrested and sent to prison only three days after giving
birth at a private hospital in the Eregli district of Zonguldak province.”71

Turkish
teacher Ayşe
Çelik was
jailed with
her baby
on terror
charges
because she
had said,
“Don’t let
children
die” on a TV
program.

The Turkish government, also extremely paranoid and restrictive of Kurdish rights,
pursued teacher Ayse Celik after she called in to a TV show (“The Beyaz Show”)
saying, “Do not let children die,” during hostilities between Kurdish militants and
Turkish security forces in southeastern Turkey. Celik was subjected to a public lynching
campaign as if she were a traitor or a supporter of terrorism. Legal charges followed. She
was arrested just 10 days after giving birth72; however, her sentence was postponed after an
objection was filed with the court.73
Turkish law prohibits the arrest of pregnant women and mothers with children younger than
6 months of age. The imprisonment of women who have been convicted such as Ayse Celik
must be postponed.74 The execution of Celik’s sentence was delayed under the law, but she was
later jailed again.75 More than 600 other mothers, most of them believed to be from Gülenist
backgrounds, are currently jailed along with their babies.76 Approximately 17,000 women have
reportedly been arrested and jailed since the July 2016 coup attempt.77
A vast number of incidents of torture have been reported to have occurred during custody and
detention.78 Teacher Gökhan Açıkkollu, who was taken into custody immediately after the July
15 coup attempt, died after having been harshly tortured according to witnesses. Despite several
71] “Woman sought in connection with FETO detained after delivering baby,” CNN Turk, 16 May 2017, https://www.cnnturk.com/turkiye/
fetoden-aranan-kadin-dogumdan-sonra-tutuklandi,
72] “Turkish government [to send] teacher with baby to prison in 10 days for allegedly ‘praising terrorism’ during live show,” stockholmcf.org, 23 December
2017, https://stockholmcf.org/turkish-govt-sends-teacher-with-baby-to-prison-in-10-days-for-allegedly-praising-terrorism-during-live-show/,
73] “After objection: Execution of sentence of teacher who said ‘Don’t let the children die’ postponed,” Diken, 4 January 2018, http://www.
diken.com.tr/basvuru-sonrasi-cocuklar-olmesin-diyen-ayse-ogretmenin-cezasinin-infazi-ertelendi/,
74] “Execution of a prison sentence is postponed for women who are pregnant or if six months have not passed since delivery. Should the
child die or be given to someone other than the mother, then the sentence can be executed two months after delivery.” LAW ON CRIMINAL
EXECUTION AND SECURITY MEASURES, http://www.ceza-bb.adalet.gov.tr/mevzuat/5275.htm,
75] “Öğretmen Ayşe Çelik, bebeğiyle cezaevine girdi,” 20 April 2018, http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/ogretmen-ayse-celik-bebegiyle-cezaevine-girdi-40812084
76] “Mothers jailed pending trial during state of emergency: Babies younger than 6 months are in prison,” bbc.com, 11 August 2017, http://
www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler-turkiye-40831729,
77] “Jailing women in Turkey,” stockholmcf.org, April 2017, http://stockholmcf.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Jailing-women-in-Turkey.pdf,
78] “A blank Check: Turkey’s Post-Coup Suspension of Safeguards Against Torture,” HRW, 25 October 2016, https://www.hrw.org/report/2016/10/25/blank-check/turkeys-post-coup-suspension-safeguards-against-torture : “İn custody: Police Torture and Abductions in
Turkey,” HRW, 12 October 2017, https://www.hrw.org/report/2017/10/12/custody/police-torture-and-abductions-turkey: “MASS TORTURE
AND ILL-TREATMENT IN TURKEY,” stockholmcf.org, June 2017, http://stockholmcf.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Mass-Torture-And-IllTreatment-In-Turkey_06.06.2017.pdf,
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Hasan Orhan Çetin, MD,
committed suicide after
he was fired from his
job at public hospital. It
turned out the evidence
cited for his dismissal
was non-existent.

reports and eyewitnesses, the torturers went unpunished.79
Government officials and pro-AKP militia have been granted
immunity from prosecution by the state of emergency regime
thanks to various decree-laws.80 Halime Gülsu, a 34-year-old
English teacher, died in jail in April because she was denied the necessary treatment
for a chronic disease she has suffered from since childhood, according to witnesses and the
preliminary autopsy report. Gülsu was arrested on Feb. 20, 2018 along with dozens of other
women for allegedly helping the families of people who were jailed over alleged links to
the Gülen movement. 81
Suspicious deaths and suicides are increasingly being reported among teachers who
lost their jobs after the failed coup and have been living under the threat of arrest.82
A report on state of emergency conditions by the Platform for Right and Justice
highlights their economic problems and suicide attempts in the aftermath of the coup
attempt. The report concluded that 16 percent of state of emergency detainees have
considered death by suicide at one point.83 Research conducted by SCF indicated
that the number of suspicious deaths known to the public accounts for only a small
portion of the actual incidents.84

Teacher
Gökhan
Açıkkollu
was tortured
to death
in police
custody.

Many teachers who manage to escape abroad from persecution in Turkey continue
to struggle. Due to a lack of appropriate work permits, language barriers and
difficulty finding jobs in their own profession, immigrant teachers and their
families often suffer financially and psychologically. Some teachers interviewed by SCF said they
had to take on physically demanding work but were grateful for the opportunity to make some
money. A teacher who works a 12 a.m.-7 a.m. shift in a warehouse said many of his colleagues
were unable to even find a job. He added that some of those who did had to quit shortly
thereafter because the work was so difficult. Another teacher complained that they were unable to
get an ID and passport for their newborn baby. Since they applied for asylum in a country where
newborns are not granted automatic citizenship, their baby was registered with a provisional
document. Many newborn babies do not have citizenship status since neither the host country
nor Turkish consulates offers them proper documents.
79] “Tortured to Death: Holding Gökhan Açıkkollu’s killers to account,” stockholmcf.org, November 2017, https://stockholmcf.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Tortured-to-death-holding-gokhan-acikkollus-killers-to-account_report_21.11.2017.pdf,
80] “Report from İHD and TIHV regarding violations caused by the state of emergency,” Gazete Duvar, 9 December 2017, https://www.
gazeteduvar.com.tr/gundem/2017/12/09/ihd-ve-tihvden-ohalin-yarattigi-ihlallere-iliskin-rapor/: “Decree-law shield for militias supporting
AKP,” Cumhuriyet, 24 December 2017, http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/turkiye/892503/AKP_yanlisi_milislere_ KHK_kalkani.html.
81] “Tarsus Cezaevi’ndeki hasta tutuklu Halime Gülsu yaşamını yitirdi,” 29 April 2018, http://tr.euronews.com/2018/04/29/tarsus-cezaevindeki-hasta-tutuklu-halime-gulsu-yasam-n-yitirdi : CHP Milletvekili Sezgin Tanrıkulu’nun twitter mesajı
https://twitter.com/MSTanrikulu/status/990207683440664576
82] “Teacher dismissed from job by decree-law commits suicide,” Yeniasya newspaper, 21 November 2017, http://www.yeniasya.com.tr/
gundem/khk-ile-ihrac-edilen-ogretmen-intihar-etti_446944: “Decree-law suicides: At least 37 individuals commit suicide in 9 months,” BBC
Türkçe, 29 April 2017, http://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler-dunya-39745716 : “A sad Teachers Day for educators dismissed by decree-laws,”
T24, 23 November 2017, http://t24.com.tr/yazarlar/omer-faruk-gergerlioglu/khkli-egitimciler-icin-huzun-dolu-ogretmenler-gunu,18583.
83] “Report: 16% of detainees in state of emergency period contemplated suicide,” DW, 27 December 2017, http://www.dw.com/tr/raporohal-tutuklularının-yüzde-16sı-intiharı-düşündü/a-41945448,
84] “SUSPICIOUS DEATHS AND SUICIDES IN TURKEY, stockholmcf.org, 22 March 2017, http://stockholmcf.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/
Suspicious-Deaths-And-Suicides-In-Turkey_22.03.2017.pdf,
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6. Institutional Massacre: 1,069 Schools and 		
15 Universities Were Closed Down

In addition to implications for dismissed educators, the confiscation of primary and
secondary schools and universities has also posed a serious threat to freedom of enterprise,
causing major economic losses. Statistics reveal that 1,069 closed private schools85 and 15
foundation universities86 were among the best in the Turkish education sector. A lack of
competition in the private education sector has led to diminished quality.
These schools were not necessarily concentrated in big cities; on the contrary, many were
located in remote cities and places where teachers were not willing to go, and as a result the
state was unable to offer quality education. For example, two schools in Hakkari, three in
Yüksekova and four in Tunceli were shut down. Many students from closed private teaching
institutions and study centers in the depressed eastern and southeastern regions have scored
high in national tests and were admitted to very competitive schools.87 The following table
shows the distribution of dismissed educators by region.

The cost of a 24-classroom school built by the Housing Development Administration of
Turkey (TOKI) was TL 7 million in 2017.88 Even if we ignore the fact that TOKI used state
infrastructure to reduce its costs and the school was not built in an expensive metropolitan area,
85] “Minister of Education İsmet Yılmaz says 1,069 private schools shut down by decree-laws,” Sabah newspaper, 7 November 2017, https://
www.sabah.com.tr/gundem/2017/11/07/khk-ile-bin-69-okul-kapatildi : “The list of closed private schools,” http://ookgm.meb.gov.tr/meb_
iys_dosyalar/2017_05/31135635_1064_okul_31.05.2017.pdf,
86] “List of shut-down universities,” Akşam newspaper, 8 September 2016, http://www.aksam.com.tr/guncel/kapatilan-universiteler-listesi/haber-535736,
87] “Success of eastern provinces in university entrance exam is no coincidence,” memurlar.net, 18 July 2010, https://www.memurlar.net/
haber/172143/universite-sinavinda-dogu-illerinin-basarisi-tesaduf-degil.html : “Private Nil College becomes pride of Diyarbakır province in
SBS exam,” haberler.com, 8 July 2010, https://www.haberler.com/ozel-nil-koleji-sbs-de-diyarbakir-in-gururu-oldu-2141669-haberi/ : “Highest
ranked student in SBS: I hope I become an example to female students,” haberler.com, 12 July 2013, https://www.haberler.com/sbs-birincisi-adalet-binici-umarim-bolgedeki-kiz-4826625-haberi/.
88] “Martyr Serdar Gökbayrak Religious Vocational High School, built at a cost of TL 7 million in the Derince district of Kocaeli province, began
its academic year with 45 students,” Sözcü newspaper, 19 September 2017, http://www.sozcu.com.tr/2017/gundem/7-milyon-liraya-mal-oldu-okul-sadece-45-ogrenciyle-acildi-2017120/,
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one can assume that an average school costs at
least $2 million to build in Turkey. Based on this
analysis, 1,069 closed schools are worth at least $2
billion. When all closed institutions are taken into
consideration, the estimated total loss in value is
around $100 billion.89

The
government
started
seizing the
nation’s best
performing
Gülen
schools
before
failed coup
bid and
turned mist
of them into
religious
schools in the
aftermath.

Some of the schools abruptly shut down by
decree-laws after the July 15 coup attempt without
any judicial or administrative investigation were
top schools in science, technology, engineering
and math. For example, İzmir Yamanlar College
won the largest number of medals in national and
international science Olympiads90 and excelled
in extracurricular activities such as volleyball,
91
chess, tennis and others. Yamanlar was raided and sabotaged by pro-AKP vandals after July
1592 before it was converted into a religious high school (imam-hatip) by the government.93
The Ankara-based Samanyolu, a top performing school network established by Gülenist
entrepreneurs,94 was another prominent educational institution that was unable to survive
the government’s wrath.95 Samanyolu was able to rise to prominence in developing great
athletes.96 NBA star Enes Kanter, who currently plays for the New York Knicks, started his
basketball career at Samanyolu.97 Another education brand of the Gülen movement, the
Istanbul-based Fatih Colleges,98 is among the successful99 schools that were later converted
into religious high schools used as an Islamist recruitment hub by the AKP.100

89] “Value of closed institutions at least $100 billion,” Hürriyet newspaper, 26 July 2016, http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/kapatilan-kurumlarin-degeri-en-az-100-milyar-dolar-40170575,
90] “Medals in science pouring in to Yamanlar College,” Egenin Sesi, 29 November 2012, http://www.egeninsesi.com/haber/17399-bilimde_
yamanlara_madalya_yagmuru: “YAMANLAR COLLEGE WINS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP IN CHEMISTRY,” Milliyet newspaper, 29 July 2014, http://
www.milliyet.com.tr/yamanlar-koleji-kimyada-da-dunya-sampiyonu-izmir-yerelhaber-315821/,
91] “İzmir Yamanlar College is volleyball champion,” Sözcü newspaper , 4 July 2016, http://skor.sozcu.com.tr/2016/07/04/izmir-yamanlar-koleji-filede-sampiyon-505903/: “CHAMPION OF CHESS LEAGUE IS YAMANLAR COLLEGE,” Milliyet newspaper, 9 May 2015, http://www.milliyet.
com.tr/satranc-liginin-sampiyonu-yamanlar-koleji-izmir-yerelhaber-773240/: “Yamanlar College ranks second in tennis in Turkey,”18 May
2016, http://www.karsiyakahaber.com/haber/yamanlar-koleji-teniste-turkiye-ikincisi-oldu/10204/,
92] “Operation on college in Izmir province,” Egede Sonsöz newspaper, 22 July 2016, http://www.egedesonsoz.com/haber/izmir-de-kolej-operasyonu-adi-degisti-gulen-in-odasina-2-baskin/931441.
93] “Closed-down college in İzmir converted into religious vocational high school,” Sözcü newspaper, 6 September 2016, http://www.sozcu.
com.tr/2016/egitim/izmirde-kapatilan-okul-imam-hatip-lisesine-donusturuldu-1379297/,
94] https://tr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samanyolu_E%C4%9Fitim_Kurumlar%C4%B1
95] “TUBITAK medals make Samanyolu College happy,” haberler.com, 19 November 2014, https://www.haberler.com/tubitak-madalyalari-samanyolu-nu-sevindirdi-6702846-haberi/: “Samanyolu and Atlantik education institutions perform well in TEOG exams,” haberler.com, 12 June
2014, https://www.haberler.com/samanyolu-ve-atlantik-egitim-kurumlari-teog-da-6145873-haberi/,
96] “Samanyolu College surprises major sport clubs in basketball,” haberler.com, 13 May 2014, https://www.haberler.com/potada-buyuk-kuluplere-samanyolu-koleji-surprizi-6021357-haberi/,
97] “Who is Enes Kanter?” Hurriyet newspaper, 20 December 2017, http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/sporarena/enes-kanter-kimdir-kac-yasinda-40684034,
98] https://tr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samanyolu_E%C4%9Fitim_Kurumlar%C4%B1
99] “Fatih College wins three medals in international Olympiads,” haberler.com, 17 July 2014, https://www.haberler.com/fatih-koleji-uluslararasi-olimpiyatlarda-3-madalya-6272606-haberi/ : “Fatih College basketball team ranked second in Turkey,” haberler.com, 2 July 2015,
https://www.haberler.com/sakarya-fatih-koleji-basketbol-takimi-turkiye-7470225-haberi/,
100] Religious vocational high school generation will come through FETO colleges,” Akit newspaper, 5 September 2016, http://www.yeniakit.com.tr/
haber/feto-kolejlerinde-ihl-nesli-yetisecek-208864.html,
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The government’s assault on Gülen movement schools is part of a larger strategy to turn the
entire education system upside-down. Religious high schools, which are seen as vehicles of
Islamist ideology, have now become the central element in the Turkish education system.
Erdogan has said, “Religious schools will be the apple of our eye,” and he has certainly
followed through on his promise.101 Under his rule, the number of religious schools has
increased exponentially, which he sees as an indicator of a “new wave of change.”102 In the
2012/2013 school year, students in religious middle schools numbered 94,467. By the end of
the 2016/2017 school year, this number had increased sevenfold, reaching 651,954. In the
same period, the number of students in religious high schools had also risen from 380,771 to
645,318. The relevant data are presented in the following tables.

Erdogan’s crackdown on quality schools actually predates the July 2016 coup attempt. Many
prestigious schools were harassed by authorities with constant inspections and police raids.
This was followed by government takeovers and the appointment of pro-AKP trustees to
these schools103 and other education facilities.104
101] “Erdogan: Religious high schools will become the apple of our eye,” Sabah newspaper, 25 April 2012, https://www.sabah.com.tr/gundem/2012/04/25/erdogan-imam-hatipler-goz-bebegi-olacak,
102] “Erdogan: What we have gone through is the harbinger of a new wave of change,” Sputnik Turkiye, 28 April 2016, https://tr.sputniknews.
com/turkiye/201604281022440079-erdogan-imam-hatip-bulusma/: “Erdogan and religious vocational high school alumni meet,” 29 April
2016 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zeKGQ9vF9fk.
103] “Raid on Fatih College by police,” Cihan News Agency, 2 September 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p7Xg4-slZEM,
104] “Government trustees appointed to college, dorm and teaching center,” Cumhuriyet, 15 April 2016, http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/
haber/turkiye/516371/Kolej__yurt_ve_dershaneye_de_kayyum_atandi.html “Trustees appointed to FETO colleges,” Sabah, 12 May 2016,
https://www.sabah.com.tr/akdeniz/2016/05/12/feto-okullarina-kayyum-atandi,
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6.1. Victimization of Students and Their Families

In addition to the investors whose assets were confiscated in forcibly closed schools and
the teachers whose teaching licenses were cancelled, students and their families have
also experienced unjust treatment. Getting refunds on tuition and fees already paid and
transferring students to other high schools have been extremely problematic for about
138,000 students who used to attend schools shut down by the government. The status of
students who received scholarships from these schools due to their high scores in entrance
exams remains unclear.105
The authorities promised students of schools that were closed down that they would be
reimbursed for tuition and fees after the schools’ outstanding debts to public institutions
were paid off provided that they filed a petition with the Ministry of Finance or the General
Directorate of Foundations within 60 days.106 But in many cases, it has proven to be difficult to
get refunds amid the chaos in various government agencies on how to proceed on this policy.
The political climate created by President Erdogan, who continued his relentless public
smear campaign against schools affiliated with the Gülen movement, made it extremely
difficult for the victims to inquire about their rights and laid the groundwork for more
pressure and discrimination. Erdogan said, “We told you not to deposit your money [in
Gülen-linked Bank Asya] and to take your children out of those schools.” In a speech at a
parliamentary group meeting of the ruling AKP he stated that individuals dismissed from
civil servant jobs and affiliated with “FETO” were warned in the past; however, they ignored
those warnings, and now they were crying and whining.107 Due to government actions and
the negative portrayal by most of the media, transfer students from the closed-down schools
have encountered bullying and mobbing from their peers and teachers. Sending a child to
a Gülenist-affiliated school could be sufficient reason for a parent’s arrest. Records of police
investigations and court proceedings containing such questions as “Why did you send your
children to those schools?” are common for tens of thousands of ordinary citizens falsely
accused of terrorism.
The cruel way in which schools were shut down has also raised serious concerns about the
psychological effects on the children involved. Closures have often been carried out during
the school day. Students were thrown out of their classrooms and had to watch their school
being closed down. Many were not even allowed to take their textbooks, which were later
thrown out in the street in plastic bags.108
105] “Students of closed down colleges seek solutions,” pervinkaplan.com, 24 July 2016, http://www.pervinkaplan.com/detay/kapatilan-okullarin-ogrencileri-cozum-ariyor/1272,
106] “Tuitions and fees paid to closed colleges will be reimbursed,” Sözcü newspaper, 19 August 2016, http://www.sozcu.com.tr/2016/egitim/
kapatilan-okullar-icin-odenen-ucretler-geri-alanabilecek-1357998/.
107] “President Erdogan to FETO sympathizers: You did it all knowingly.” Akşam newspaper, 7 November 2017, http://www.aksam.com.tr/
guncel/cumhurbaskani-erdogan-konusuyor/haber-676934,
108] “Private Umut High School shut down in Izmir’s Bornova district on alleged affiliation with FETO. The students who were attending
class during the closure were taken out of the school,” Diken, 25 October 2017, http://www.diken.com.tr/izmirde-ozel-bir-lise-feto-baglantisi-sebebiyle-kapatildi/, “5 colleges linked to FETO closed down,” NTV, 17 November 2017, https://www.ntv.com.tr/egitim/feto-ile-irtibatli-5okulkapatildi,2BRPcAGYHEywmmEz-jNOLw,
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6.2. Textbooks Were Destroyed
Ipek
University

The destruction of textbooks and school reading materials has been a common practice
during the government’s assault on the educational system in the aftermath of the July 15
coup. Books with the slightest positive reference to the Gülen movement or printed by
a Gülenist publisher have been blacklisted. Many books have been revised
and their original copies destroyed, costing about TL 400 million.109 A
parliamentary question from CHP deputy Lale Karabıyık to Minister of
Education Ismet Yilmaz revealed that millions of books were destroyed.110
Another CHP parliamentarian, Cetin Osman Budak, explained that
mathematics books were destroyed because they contained the following
example: “From point F to point G.”111 The government believes the
letter “F” refers to Fethullah and “G” to Gülen, despite the fact that such
language exists in math textbooks all over the world.

7. Private (Foundation) Universities

Fatih
University

The majority of universities are run by the government in Turkey;
however, laws and regulations also allow private universities to be
established and operated autonomously by foundations. Specific
legislation passed by the Turkish Parliament upon a recommendation
by the Council of Higher Education (YÖK) to establish foundation
universities is required to establish a private university.112 Of the 15
closed universities,113 14 were established based on legislation enacted by
the AKP-dominated General Assembly. Only Istanbul Fatih University
was founded before the AKP. They were all shut down due to perceived
ties to the Gülen movement. Fatih University was also targeted by the
secularist establishment during the infamous February 28, 1997 “postmodern coup” era;
however, it was able to survive thanks to a massive public reaction.114 Another university
shut down by the government is Selahattin Eyyübi University in Diyarbakır, which offered
109] “Textbooks written by FETO members will be destroyed,” Vatan newspaper, 8 September 2016, http://www.gazetevatan.com/
feto-culerin-yazdigi-ders-kitaplari-imha-edilecek-984451-gundem/: “70 tons of textbooks destroyed! Billions of Turkish lira to rewrite
them…” Cumhuriyet, 6 February 2017, http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/egitim/671720/70_ton_kitaba_imha_.html,
110] “Millions of textbooks destroyed,” Odatv, 16 August 2017, https://odatv.com/milyonlarca-kitap-imha-edildi-1608171200.html,
111] “FETO adjustment to math textbooks: Terminology of ‘From point F to point G’ is prohibited,” Evrensel newspaper, 6 October 2016,
https://www.evrensel.net/haber/292207/matematikte-feto-ayari-f-noktasindan-g-noktasina-yasak.
112] “Law enabling establishment of university known as ‘Selahaddin Eyyubi University’ in Diyarbakır as a foundation university published
in Official Gazette,” memurlar.net, 16 February 2013, https://www.memurlar.net/haber/338631/selahaddin-eyyubi-universitesi-resmen-kuruldu.html,
113] “List of closed universities,” Akşam newspaper, 8 September 2016, http://www.aksam.com.tr/guncel/kapatilan-universiteler-listesi/
haber-535736,
114] “Operation on a Fethullahist university by the Council of Higher Education (YÖK),” Hürriyet newspaper, 27 June 1999, http://www.
hurriyet.com.tr/yokten-fethullahci-universiteye-operasyon-39088127 : “Frst step by YÖK in closure: No student will be allowed to enroll at
Fatih University,” Hürriyet, 17 March 2001, http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/yokten-kapatmaya-ilk-adim-fatih-universitesine-ogrenci-alinmayacak-39232336,
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Kurdish language training programs especially for medical personnel.115
Fatih, Turgut Özal and Ipek universities were taken over by the government before the July
15 putsch based on suspected ties to the Gülen movement.116 The government-appointed
trustee appraised Fatih University at $400 million. Turgut Özal University in Ankara was
valued at TL 1 billion by real estate experts.117
Trustees appointed by the government to the universities were staunchly pro-AKP figures, some
of whom were affiliated with radical Islamist movements. Hasan Olcer, the trustee appointed
to Fatih University, was an attorney for the leader of a notorious Turkish Islamist terrorist
organization called the Great Eastern Islamic Raiders’ Front (IBDA-C).118 He shared his photo
taken in front of the rector’s building on social media with the jubilant note, ‘Alhamdulillah’
(Thank God).119 Many pro-AKP jihadist figures on social media support Gülenist property
takeovers by the government and argue they should be treated as booty under Islamic law. It is
worth noting that the AKP’s İzmir provincial headquarters were moved to a building on the Sifa
University campus after it was closed and its assets confiscated.120

7.1. Students of Closed-Down Universities 		
Were Blacklisted

The boards of trustees, administrators and educational staff of the foundation universities
shut down by the government instantly found themselves declared terrorist criminals.
Thousands of arrests and more recently sentencings have taken place.121 However, unjust
suffering and rights violations are not only limited to these persons. Students and even
alumni have to contend with numerous violations of rights.122
Despite the fact that students of closed-down private universities have gone through
115] “Selahaddin Eyyubi University submits request to YÖK to open Kurdology Department,” haberler.com, 9 January 2015, https://www.
haberler.com/selahaddin-eyyubi-universitesi-kurdoloji-bolumu-6852267-haberi/ : “Selahaddin Eyyubi University will teach Kurdish language
to nurses,” haberler.com 2 April 2014, https://www.haberler.com/selahaddin-eyyubi-universitesi-hemsirelere-kurtce-5861397-haberi/,
116] “Government trustee appointed to Fatih University,” CNN Turk, 9 June 2016, https://www.cnnturk.com/turkiye/fatih-universitesine-kayyum-atandai,
“Government trustees appointed to Turgut Özal and Ipek universities,” Vatan newspaper, 1 July 2016, http://www.gazetevatan.com/turgutozal-ve-ipek-universitesi-ne-kayyum-atandi-962543-gundem/,
117] “Closed institutions worth at least $100 billion,” Hürriyet newspaper, 26 July 2016, http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/kapatilan-kurumlarin-degeri-en-az-100-milyar-dolar-40170575,
118] “Hasan Ölçer, one of the lawyers of Salih Mirzabeyoğlu: An essential statement,” Adımlar magazine, 2 July 2014, http://www.adimlardergisi.com/avukat-hasan-olcerden-zaruri-aciklama/,
119] “Huge reaction to Ölçer’s [social media] post,” Yeni Hayat newspaper, 19 June 2016, https://arsiv.yenihayatgazetesi.com/olcerin-paylasimina-tapki-yagdi-24482,
120] “AKP provincial building moved to place that makes one say, ‘No way!’ This time, AKP moved its İzmir provincial headquarters to the
rector’s building of Sifa University, which was closed down as part of FETO investigations,” Odatv, 11 March 2017, https://odatv.com/akp-il-binasini-oyle-bir-yere-tasidi-ki-1103171200.html.
121] “Breaking news: 64 academics and personnel of closed-down Fatih University apprehended,” Sabah newspaper, 27 December 2017,
https://www.sabah.com.tr/gundem/2017/12/27/kapatilan-fatih-universitesi-akademisyen-ve-calisanlarindan-54u-yakalandi : “FETO operation
at Gediz University: 86 taken into custody,” Birgün newspaper , 26 August 2016, https://www.birgun.net/haber-detay/gediz-universitesi-ne-feto-operasyonu-86-kisi-hakkinda-gozalti-karari-125686.html : “12 academics taken into custody as part of investigation into FETO at
Gaziantep’s Zirve University,” İHA, 21 September 2016, http://www.iha.com.tr/haber-zirve-universitesine-feto-operasyonu12-gozalti-588550/:
“Zirve University FETO/PDY trial begins. Hearing for 5 defendants and Zirve University board of trustee members has started,” olaymedya.
com, 17 September 2017, http://www.olaymedya.com/haber/fetonun-zirve-universitesinin-mahkemesi-yarin/64216,
122] “Students of closed-down colleges seek solutions,” pervinkaplan.com, 24 July 2016, http://www.pervinkaplan.com/detay/kapatilan-okullarin-ogrencileri-cozum-ariyor/1272,
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the state-administered national university entrance exam process and studied at totally
legitimate schools under Turkish law, they have been subjected to a witch hunt merely
because the government suddenly changed its mind about these schools. Both former and
current students of these schools have been profiled and tagged in such ways that they will
suffer throughout their lives. The following clause was included on diplomas given to these
students: “… graduated from the closed-down university after completing the requisite
courses …”123 Furthermore, even previously earned diplomas were being re-examined.124
Those students who have transferred to other universities due to closures are concerned
about discrimination by administrators, along with polarization and political tensions
within the student body. In a public statement the General Directorate for Student Loans
and Dormitories for Higher Education (Yüksek Öğrenim Kredi ve Yurtlar Kurumu Genel
Müdürlüğü in Turkish) stated that among 56,703 students from the closed foundation
universities, those who are receiving tuition assistance and scholarship funds would not be
able to receive any deposits until they were placed in a new institution of higher learning.125
Students from shut down universities moved to another institution by the Council of Higher
Education are also required to pay the same tuition they used to pay even if they go to a
cheaper state or private university.126

7.2. The Witch Hunt for Foreign 				
National Students

Foreign students studying in Turkey are not immune from rights violations in the aftermath
of the July 15 coup attempt. Kudret Bülbül, president of the Turkish Expatriates and Related
Communities Organization (YTB), said foreign national students who are affiliated with the
Gülen movement will lose Turkish government scholarships and that they will be deported
to their respective countries in cooperation with the security forces.127 Special measures
have been taken against foreign students coming from nations that resist the closure of
Gülen movement-affiliated schools in their countries. For example, 50 students from Nigeria
studying at Fatih University were taken into custody at Istanbul Atatürk Airport on the
grounds that they were connected to the Gülen movement.128

123] “Paving the way for lifetime tagging. Diplomas that say students were successful at universities shut down by decree-laws pave the way
to being tagged for life,” Cumhuriyet, 28 February 2017, http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/turkiye/687779/Hayat_boyu_fislemenin_onu_
acildi.html,
124] “Huge shock for graduates of Zirve University! Diplomas will be investigated,” Gaziantep Pusula, 5 July 2017, http://www.gazianteppusula.com/haber/zirve-universitesi-mezunlarina-sok-haberi-42445.html
125] “Students whose universities were closed down feel anxious,” P24, 18 August 2016, http://platform24.org/haber-arastirma/1686/universitesi-kapatilan-ogrenciler-kaygili,
126] “Students of closed colleges seek solutions,” pervinkaplan.com, 24 July 2016, http://www.pervinkaplan.com/detay/kapatilan-okullarin-ogrencileri-cozum-ariyor/1272 : “Announcement regarding students who are placed in institutions of higher education based on Decree-law 667, http://www.yok.gov.tr/documents/10279/27657791/667_kayit_ve_diger_hususlar_ogrencilere_aciklama_23092016.pdf.
127] “Scholarships of students who were identified to have links to FETO to be cancelled,” NTV, 4 August 2016, https://www.ntv.com.tr/
egitim/feto-ile-baglantisi-tespit-edilen-ogrencilerin-bursu-kesilecek,Md3FhxZV3Eeo-GqFrllBVg,
128] “FETO detention for 50 Nigerian students,” Milliyet newspaper, 10 October 2016, http://www.milliyet.com.tr/nijeryali-50-ogrenciye-feto-den-dunya-2320380/,
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8. Private Tutoring Institutions 						
and Dorm-Study Centers

Erdogan’s attempt to annihilate the Gülen movement and its educational enterprises predates the July 15 coup attempt. The hurdles for the Gülen movement education community
started in 2013, when plans for shutting down for-profit prep schools (dershanes) and nonprofit dorm-study centers were revealed, a major blow to Gülenist educational entrepreneurs
who used to have a formidable presence in the private tutoring sector. Among the 3,669
dershane prep schools listed by the Ministry of Education on October 30, 2013, 917 (about
25 percent) were operated by members of the Gülen movement.129 Initially, Erdogan and his
government urged parents not to send their children to dershane prep schools until a new
legal framework was devised.130 However, market demand for dershane prep schools did not
diminish due to the lack of an appropriate remedy for the inadequacies of public education
institutions. The government carried out police raids on some Gülen-affiliated centers
based on unfounded claims to harass them and frighten away customers. Law No. 6528 was
enacted to convert dershane prep schools into private colleges. However, in a clear sign that
Gülen movement institutions would be treated unfairly, the minister of education at the
time, Nabi Avci, hinted they would use national security criteria and that not all conversion
applications would be approved.131
Consequently, of the 3,200 dershane prep schools, only 1,400 were granted the right to
convert to private colleges. The Ministry of Education gave discriminatory orders to
provincial national education directors, and non-complying directors were removed from
their jobs. Applications by perceived Gülenist enterprises were obstructed or denied without
any justification. Some owners chose not to apply because they were exhausted by the chaos.
The law that closed dershane prep schools was taken to the Constitutional Court by the CHP, and
the mandatory conversion law was abrogated.132 The following clauses were underlined in the
court’s decision: “Article 13 of the Constitution stipulates in which cases rights shall be limited.
This law does not comply with these limits. Similarly, Article 42 of the Constitution provides for
free exercise of the right to education and training. It has also been decided that the law enacted
does not comply with this article. There is also a contradiction with the Constitution’s Article 48,
which regulates freedom to work and the right to establish entrepreneurial enterprises.”
Erdogan, who selectively complies with decisions of the Constitutional Court,133 continued
129] “Everything you want to know about private teaching institutions,” Odatv, 18 December 2013, https://odatv.com/dershaneler-hakkinda-bilmek-istediginiz-her-sey-1811131200.html,
130] “Erdogan: Do not send your children to private teaching institutions,” Beyazgazete, 27 February 2014, http://beyazgazete.com/
haber/2014/2/27/erdogan-cocuklarinizi-dershanelere-gondermeyin-2144034.html,
131] “Nabi Avcı: Gulenist private teaching institutions will not be converted into private schools,” Odatv, 8 May 2015, https://odatv.com/
cemaat-dershaneleri-okula-donusemeyecek-0805151200.html,
132] “Constitutional Court rescinds law on private teaching institutions,” BBC Turkce, 13 July 2015, http://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler/2015/07/150713_aym_dershane.
133] “Erdogan: I do not respect the Constitutional Court decision,” BBC Turkce, 28 February 2016, http://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler/2016/02/160228_erdogan_dundar_aym,
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to shut down dershane prep schools using ministerial circulars despite the Constitutional
Court’s abrogation decision.134 These circulars were also cancelled by the Council of State.135
After all his initiatives were rejected by the judiciary, Erdogan proceeded to illegally prevent
private teaching institutions from operating by using the police force.136
Having realized that court decisions could not stop Erdogan, some dershane prep schools
decided to convert to private study centers to ease government pressure. This time they
were shocked by a newly enacted single-topic-course rule designed to prevent study
centers from functioning as derhanes. The limit was increased to three course topics
because the single-course rule didn’t work for a variety of reasons.137 Institutions that were
converted to dorm-study centers have also been eliminated over time. The Ministry of
Education set July 1, 2017 as the deadline for dershane prep schools to either to transform
into an approved type of private educational institution or dissolve itself. Of the 1,992
dershane prep schools, 366 terminated their own activities, and 391 were officially closed
down by the Ministry of Education.138 With Decree-law No.667, 301 more dorm-study
centers were also closed down.139
Turkey’s ranking at international education standards
took a dive
after the
crackdown
on critical
and analytical
thinking in
education.

134] “Jurists warned: Regulation contrary to Constitutional Court decision cannot be implemented!” 10 August 2015, https://www.frmtr.
com/hukuk-haberleri-ve-makaleler/6645417-hukukcular-uyardi-aym-kararina-aykiri-yonetmelik-uygulanamaz.html.
135] “Council of State rescinds Ministry of Education circular; no obstacle remains against private teaching institutions,” haberler.com, 18
September 2015, https://www.haberler.com/danistay-meb-in-genelgesini-iptal-etti-dershaneler-7706224-haberi/,
136] “8 private teaching institution affiliated with Gulen movement closed down in Aydın province,” 30 March 2016, https://www.aydinpost.
com/aydinda-cemaate-yakin-8-dershane-kapatildi-243451h.htm,
137] “From the Ministry of Education: a ‘single subject solution’ to private teaching institutions,” NTV, 20 July 2015, http://t24.com.tr/haber/
mebden-dershanelere-tek-ders-kursu-cozumu,303412,
138] “391 dorm-study centers closed down,” 3 August 2017, https://www.ajanskamu.net/haber/391-etut-egitim-merkezi-kapatildi-h91569.
html,
139] “List of dorm-study and education centers closed down by the decree-law,” https://www.kamugundemi.com/images/upload/diYer_kurumlar.pdf,
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9. Systemic problems in the turkish education
system
Turkey has long suffered from education hurdles due to frequent changes in the system
and the subordination of academic goals to politics and ideology. Issues of quality become
evident in many international rankings.140 According to a report titled “Education at a
Glance 2016” by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),
Turkey has fallen behind in many key areas.141 Turkey’s public and private education
spending as compared to its public and private sector expenditure is much lower than in
many other OECD member countries.
The gap between public and private schools in terms of quality of education and number
of students per instructor in Turkey is wide.142 Turkey ranks 50th among 72 countries
according to the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), one of the most
important and well-known indicators of educational quality in the world.143 The Turkish
Ministry of Education established its own evaluation system, ABIDE (Monitoring and
Evaluation of Academic Skills), but the results were similar. About 26.4 percent of students
in Turkey are ranked at the level of “under-base sufficiency.”144 According to Spectator Index,
Turkey was ranked 99th in the world in terms of quality of education in 2017.145
Despite Turkey’s relative progress on the economy, AKP governments led by Erdogan failed
to deliver on education partly due to ideology, politics and a corruption driven-approach.
Some pro-AKP figures have publicly expressed dissatisfaction with higher education since
polls show that votes for the AKP are lower among better educated segments of society.
Indoctrination and propaganda work more effectively on the AKP’s relatively less educated
core base and set the scene for practices disregarding democracy and the rule of law.
Erdogan capitalized on the trauma of the failed coup of July 15, which he described as a
“blessing of God,” to expand his one-man rule.
In Turkey’s new regime facts, science and critical thinking are on the defensive. Evolution
theory has been increasingly criticized. Conspiracy theories are abundant. Religious high
schools, which are seen as a major voter recruitment pool for the AKP, have enjoyed an
exponential rise in numbers. The government has employed various tactics to ensure that

140] “Turkey is at the bottom of the UNICEF list in terms of quality of education,” DW, 15 June 2017, http://www.dw.com/tr/türkiye-eğitim-kalitesinde-unicef-listesinde-sonuncu/a-39264654,
141] “The Education Report on Turkey,” DW, 16 September 2016, http://www.dw.com/tr/türkiyenin-eğitim-karnesi/a-19556439.
142] “One-quarter of university graduates are unemployed,” DW, 12 September 2017, http://www.dw.com/tr/üniversite-mezunlarının-dörtte-biri-işsiz/a-40476732,
143] “PISA test: Turkey is ranked 50 th among 72 countries,” BBC, 6 December 2016, http://www.bbc.com/turkce/haberler-dunya-38219262,
144] “The results in ABIDE, the national PISA test, did not change,” Sözcü newspaper, 1 December 2107, http://www.sozcu.com.tr/2017/egitim/yerli-pisa-olan-abidede-de-sonuc-degismedi-2113290/,
145] “According to Spectator Index, Turkey ranked 99th in the world with the quality of education in 2017,” 1 May 2018 https://twitter.com/
spectatorindex/status/991494311832207360
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religious schools become the prevalent choice for education.146
The education budget has been designed in a way that promotes an ideological
engineering project on the part of the AKP government. While the Ministry of
Education has allocated only TL 109,666,000 to science high schools, approximately TL
1,723,000,000 (16 times higher) will be channeled to religious high schools (imam-hatips)
during the 2017-2019 investment period budget.147 When the AKP came to power in
2002, the number of students enrolled in religious high schools was only 71,000. This
figure had increased to 1,297,272 by the end of 2017.

10. Schoolchildren Suffer from Frequent 		
System Overhauls

One of the primary victims of the AKP government’s ideological-driven approach to
compulsory education has been schoolchildren. Due to frequent system overhauls over
the course of 16 years by the ruling party, millions of students have had to deal with more
than one education system by the time they graduate from high school.148 Changes to the
Turkish education system are listed below in chronological order;
In 2003, the coefficient difference149 in university entrance exams was increased.
In 2004, the curriculum was changed.
In 2005, the high school graduation requirement was increased to four years from three.
In 2007, the Secondary Education Institutions Selection and Placement Exam (OKS) was
replaced by the Placement Tests (SBS) for 6th, 7th and 8th graders.
In 2010, the Student Selection Exam system, which had been used for 10 years, was
changed. The Transition to Higher Education System (YGS) and Undergraduate
Placement Exam (LYS) systems were introduced.
In 2010, the one-exam-at-the-end-of-eighth-grade model was reinstated for the SBS.
In 2010, former Minister of Education Nimet Cubukcu issued a circular converting all
regular high schools to Anatolian High Schools effective immediately.
In 2012, the eight years of continuous schooling in primary education was done away with
and 4+4+4 year education was introduced.
146] “Grandchild of chief rabbi is enrolled in religious high school,” Cumhuriyet newspaper, 31 August 2014, http://www.cumhuriyet.
com.tr/haber/egitim/112909/Hahambasi_nin_torunu__imam_hatip_e.html; “Those who don’t have much money are left with no
choice but to register at religious high schools,” Birgün newspaper, 20 December 2017, https://www.birgun.net/haber-detay/parasi-olmayan-imam-hatiplere-mahkûm-ediliyor-191449.html; “Revolt against religious high schools in 4th Levent: A petition against imposing
IHLs,” Birgün newspaper, 1 June 2016, https://www.birgun.net/haber-detay/4-levent-te-velilerin-imam-hatip-isyani-dayatmaya-karsi-imza-kampanyasi-114257.html; “Students obliged to attend religious high schools!” Yurt newspaper, 14 September 2017, http://www.
yurtgazetesi.com.tr/egitim/ogrenciler-imam-hatiplere-mecbur-birakildi-h48909.html,
147] “Why are religious high schools but not science high schools supported?” amerikanınsesi.com 30 June 2017,
https://www.amerikaninsesi.com/a/neden-fen-liseleri-degil-de-imam-hatipler-destekleniyor/3923268.html,
148] “Changes in education system in the last 14 years,” Cumhuriyet newspaper, 18 September 2017, http://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/
haber/egitim/826062/Son_14_yilda_egitim_sistemindeki_degisiklikler.html.
149] The coefficient rule was issued in the late 1990s to restrict graduates of IHLs to theology faculties after a military-led campaign
forced Turkey’s first Islamist Prime Minister Necmettin Erbakan to resign. Under the practice, YÖK awarded IHL graduates lower coefficients for their scores when they chose to apply to departments other than divinity, in effect blocking their way to faculties in other
majors.
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In 2012, the coefficient difference was cancelled.
In 2013, Prime Minister Erdogan announced that private tutoring institutions would be
closed.
In 2013, the first TEOG exam for high school placement was held.
In 2017, after Erdogan made a statement on the termination of the TEOG exam, it was
abolished, leaving parents and students largely in the dark about the new system.

The abrupt
and
frequent
changes
in national
exams
troubled
students
and parents
alike in
Turkey.
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12. Summary and conclusion

Turkey’s already ailing education system and community have taken a tremendous hit due
to dramatically escalated authoritarianism and a massive purge, especially in the aftermath
of the July 15, 2016 failed coup. Thirty-six percent of all those purged are educators, even
surpassing the number of purged military and police officers.
Using the coup threat as a pretext for punishing dissent, suppressing critical thinking and
undermining free enterprise, the Turkish government has been carrying out a systematic
witch hunt against teachers, academics, students, private education enterprises such as
elementary and secondary schools, foundation universities and tutoring centers. Millions of
books deemed illegal or dangerous have been destroyed by the government.
Due to the lack of sufficient constitutional grounds, the government has relied on decreelaws issued since the coup under the ongoing state of emergency to implement harsh
measures such as unjust dismissals, detentions, arrests, passport cancellations, school
closures, property takeovers and other rights violations based on unfounded links to
terrorism. Proper administrative investigations, judicial procedures and legal remedies are
not usually available to the victims.
The toll is at historic proportions. A total of 1,069 private schools, 15 privately run
universities,301 tutoring centers, 848 student dormitories and 19 unions were shut down.
The property and assets of all closed educational institutions, estimated to be worth
about $100 billion, were confiscated. Close to 100,000 public and private school teachers
were abruptly dismissed from their jobs. Twenty thousand teachers were detained. The
government cancelled the licenses of 22,474 teachers who worked in private educational
institutions. A total of 11,117 university staff members, including 8,371 academics, lost their
jobs due to shutdowns and dismissals, many of whom have also been detained or jailed.
The Turkish government’s assault on educators and restrictions of their civil rights have been
designed in a way that is tantamount to civil death. Tens of thousands of educators have
been detained, arrested, fired and/or banned from membership in boards of directors and
commissions and from obtaining licenses. The government targeted the dismissed teachers
and academics with a special code entered in their Social Security Institution (SSK) files.
Private employers are alerted by the code and deny them new jobs. The means of claiming
benefits such as severance pay and unemployment insurance are obstructed.
Using various insidious bureaucratic tactics, the passports of thousands of educators
have been blocked, canceled or declared invalid. The government has also denied many
relatives of suspects the freedom to travel using similar tactics, even in the absence of an
investigation. Many scholars who received invitations and scholarships from international
educational institutions have been unable to leave the country.
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The Turkish government denies victims any decent opportunity to make a living. The rate
of suicide among the purge victims has been rising. Due to the lack of job opportunities,
the risk of arrest and immense social pressure, some of them have resorted to illegal and
dangerous methods to flee the country. Those who fail find themselves arrested, or worse
yet, die in the process. Those who succeed are confronted with other legal and financial
challenges as new immigrants abroad. Many students who are overseas under government
programs have also seen their scholarships cancelled.
Universities are under political and legal siege in Turkey. Academic independence has
largely disappeared due to political appointments and pressure. Freedom of speech is heavily
censored or self-censored. Those who dare to protest are often declared terrorists and face
administrative investigations, detention or arrest. Spying on coworkers has been encouraged
in schools and universities. False accusations and denunciations are common to secure
teaching spots that become available due to dismissals.
Some 138,000 students who were registered at schools shut down by the government have
been negatively impacted by the crackdown. Most school closures have been executed
during school hours, inflicting trauma on the children who witness them. The return
of tuition and fees paid in advance and transfers to other schools have been extremely
problematic. Due to the negative portrayal by the government and most of the media,
transfer students have often faced bullying and mobbing. They have been tainted for life
thanks to a note on their diplomas specifying that they graduated from an institution shut
down by the government. They are required to pay the same tuition they used to pay even
if they go to a less expensive state or private university. Even foreign students, teachers and
academics are not immune from dismissal, detention or deportation based on falsely alleged
terrorism connections.
The Turkish government’s crackdown on educators, students and schools violates several
international treaties to which Ankara is a party. Among them are Article 26 of the ICCPR,
which prohibits any discrimination based on political or other opinion. Article 14 of the
ECHR secures rights and freedoms without discrimination on any ground such as political
or other opinion, association with a national minority, property or other status. Article
6.1 of the ICESCR recognizes “the right of everyone to the opportunity to gain his living
by work which he freely chooses or accepts.” According to Article 5 of the International
Labour Organization’s Termination of Employment Convention, 1982 (No. 158), members,
union membership or participation in union activities, and holding political opinions shall
not constitute valid reasons for job termination. Contrary to Article 8 of ILO Convention
No.158, educators whose jobs were unjustly terminated have been denied the right to appeal
to an impartial authority.
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13. Recommendations

The lack of domestic legal remedies and sweeping changes in Turkey’s system of governance
warrant more intense international attention and intervention. The government set up an
ad-hoc commission in January 2017 to review the complaints of dismissed government
employees, including teachers, partly thanks to pressure from the Council of Europe.
However, among the 6,400 applicants so far, only 100 have been reinstated to their jobs. The
commission is far from independent, and its review of 107,076 applications might take years.
Turkey’s harmonization process with the European Union has been severely curtailed
by these developments. A chaotic and misguided education in one of the world’s leading
Muslim nations might pose security threats for both Turkey and the world in the long run,
laying the groundwork for Islamist extremism, especially given the Erdogan government’s
sustained efforts to promote schools with non-secular curricula.
The United Nations, European Court of Human Rights and other prominent international
legal bodies should be on high alert over recent developments in Turkey. Forcefully raising
human rights issues including in the education sector with Turkish counterparts is a key
responsibility of Turkey’s friends and allies who subscribe to higher democratic standards.
Targeted sanctions and restrictions on Turkish government leaders and staff violating
human rights should be on the table.
Noting that the Turkish government is the top jailer of journalists in the world and that most
media are under government control, we also call on international news organizations to
invest more in reporting attacks on the education community and other victims in Turkey.
Special programs could be implemented by international education institutions and NGOs
to help or guide the tens of thousands of Turkish academics, teachers, students, parents and
entrepreneurs victimized by the Erdogan government.

ANNEXES

The list of schools that were shut down per Law-Decree No.667
https://www.kamugundemi.com/images/upload/kapatYlan_ozel_okul.pdf
The list of other educational institutions that were shut down per Law-Decree No.667
https://www.kamugundemi.com/images/upload/diYer_kurumlar.pdf
The list of dormitories that were shut down per Law-Decree No.667
https://www.kamugundemi.com/images/upload/kapatYlan_ozel_yurt.pdf
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